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IINTRODUCTION
A. Purpose of the Paper.
Perhaps at first a joint consideration of Emily Dickin-
son with anyone seems irrational, Emily Dickinson being in-
dividuality personified!
Hov/ever, as in life the most extraordinary characters
admit of the most spirited joint consideration, so in poetry.
Therefore we choose to consider, in a single study, the
poetry of Emily Dickinson and that of a woman of equally
decisive nature, Edna St. Vincent Killay.
Why we call Miss Jlillay "modern" in our title is evident.
We defend our inclusion of Emily Dickinson under the same
term with the words of the present-day literary critic,
Pica Erenner, v/ho says, "It is ... . liberalized intellec-
tual attitude, and not the judgment of the calendar, that
1
must determine whether or not a poet is modern". It is
2
"their independence of individuality" which should decide
their modernity. Emily Dickinson had such an attitude, such
an independence.
1) Brenner, Rica. Ten Modern Poets , p.'viii.
2) Ibid.
, p. ix.
•t
i
cl
Many points of interest show as we read and study about
each poet, and, since it is necessary to limit our treatment,
we are met with the initial problem of discrimination.
Turning away from many fascinating avenues which open,
we will give ourselves in this paper to a single purpose:
namely
,
To consider the problem of originality as presented
in the poetic technique of Emily Dickinson and
Edna St. Vincent Millay.
P. Plan of Procedure.
Our plan of procedure will be a3 follows:
we will begin our paper with such a consideration of
the unusual life-background of each poet as may be essen-
tial to an appreciation of her unusual technique.
'Ue will then turn to our central study of originality
in technique, treating, as original elements in Emily
Dickinson's technique, her striking ?/ord usage, her formal
brevity, her peculiar approximate rhymes, and her emotional
use of rhythms. Her poetry will, perforce, be considered
in its completed condition, for she did not date her work,--
never writing for publication ,-- and her editors have not
been successful in giving us any poetic chronology.
As original elements in Edna Millay 1 s technique, we
will consider her unique imagery, her rhyme and line length
i
experiments, her free verse approaches, her uncanny music,
and subtle cadenGes. There will "be some consideration of
originality of tone in connection with the work of Miss Mill ay
,
since her tone is as much a result of technique as Emily Dick-
inson's was of personality.
In approaching Miss Mill ay's poetry we meet no diffi-
culty of dating, and so a chronological treatment of her work
is possible. Therefore we shall study her poetry in a de-
velopmental manner, marking out-standing characteristics of
her technique in each volume from Renascence through Fatal
Interview .
We shall depend largely on original source material in
our study of the techniques, quoting frequently.
Our paper will conclude with a brief summary of the
original elements in the work of each poet.
There will be no attempt to force a likeness between
the works of each writer. Such resemblances as exist may
be mentioned, but the problem of the thesis is essentially
one of originality.
•
C. Biographical Backgrounds.
1. Emily Dickinson.
"Born in Amherst, Massachusetts, December 10, 1830;
Lived in Amherst;
3
Died in Amherst, Kay 15, 1B86."
So reads her chronology, as given by Gamaliel Bradford!
And one might add, "Sic transit gloria! 1
I am not at all doubtful that Emily would have liked
just such a summary statement of what she so aptly termed
"precisely an existence". To her, it would not have seemed
inconsiderate dismissal, but epigram and sufficiency,
For these of us, however, who are not steeped in her
life and works enough to gather all her story fror; such a
scanty hint, a more complete account of her life will be
helpful to an understanding of her peculiar poetry.
Emily ITorcros- Dickinson was born into Amherst, Mass-
achusetts, and the world, December 10, 1330. Amherst was
sedately aware of her arrival, but it took the world sixty
%) Bradford, Gamaliel. "Portraits of American 7/omen"
,
Atlantic Monthly
,
August, 1919.

years to realize she had. come, written that extraordinary
4 5
"letter to the world" , and been "called "back" .
Emily was born into a Puritan Town and. to parents who
had tradition and sufficient means to establish her, with
her brother Austin and younger sister Lavinia, in the best
society. But, despite comfortable means, the Dickinson
family , --like many "old New England families",—lived with-
out display. Except for the fact that Emily had unusual
social opportunities in her early youth,— through her father's
position as Treasurer of Amherst College, and his political
associations at Washington, P. C. ,--her girlhood surround-
ings were quite ordinary.
Now "ordinary" is a dangerous word to use in any con-
nection with Emily Dickinson, for her personality was sure
to modify the word J "Ordinary she never was; common she
never could have been. "Tor she was first and last aristo-
6
cratic in sensibility, rare and untouchable . . . ."
As one who remembered her from childhood remarked, "She was
7
always doing odd, undreamed-of things". She was a unique
spirit, and it was from this unique nature that an extra-
4^ Dickinson, Emily. Complete Poems, p* 2.
5^ Dickinson, Emily. In Letter "To Louisa and Fannie
Norcross", May 15, 18S6.
6^ Hartley, Marsden. "Emily Dickinson",
The Dial
,
August 15, 1918.
7^ Dole, Nathan H. "Emily Dickinson's Personality",
The 3ook Buyer. Mav. lag?.

ordinary poetry developed quite inevitably, for as "Common
8
words come from common lips" so come "rare from rare".
It is unfortunate thc/t we have to 30 without a record
of Emily Dickinson's early years, for we may be certain that
the inherent unusual in her nature manifested itself quite
frequently! But when Emily, in all ways a normal child, but
vith this added something, went away to attend J£ount Kolyoke
Female Seminary, the Emily the world is concerned with be-
gan to show.
The familiar story of her refusal to vote, as the force
ful College President, Mary Lyon, urged, for the celebration
of Christmas Day as a Fast, marked her at once, --to those
who were not recipients of her unusual letters ,--as some
one with a mind of her own. Rollo Walter Brown says of the
episode, "The most heroic display of courage in New England
was not a Concord Bridge or Bunker Hill, but in Mount Kol--
9
yoke Female Seminary". Exaggerated appraisaJ., we feel,
but significant in pointing out the fact that at just that
time in her girlhood Emily Dickinson was indeed beginning
in
her Selective rebellion". "Some of the established order
11
she would keep, some of it she would discard".
5) Bradford, Gamaliel. "Portraits of American T7omen"
,
Atlantic Monthly
,
August, 1919
9, in, & 11 } Brown, R. W. "A Sublimated Puritan",
Saturday Review of Literature
,
October 6, 19^.

It was happy that, as Emily's breach with the world was
widening, she was developing a lasting friendship with Susan
Gilbert, who, in 1856, became her brother Austin f s wife,
When the world misunderstood, Sue's understanding filled the
gap, and encouraged the pouring out of spirit in a great
poetry we might else have lacked. "Susan was to be the
great understanding spirit that called for more and more
12
poetry.
At about this time came the eventful trip to Washington,
where she enjoyed the social whirl for a brief period while
her father was in Congress. In 1855 she returned north by
way cf Philadelphia, where, it is guessed, she fell deeply
in love with a man already married. The love was mutual.
Emily fled to Amherst, denying herself, and went into a
dramatic seclusion, writing feverishly thereafter.
7/hat really happened no one knov/s
,
cr, if they know, will
tell. At any event, Emily, in saying such a huge, paradoxical
13
"Yes" to life, had "got through with peace". The gap be-
tween her and the world beyond her garden was established.
It seems wrong to say, as some do, that this tremendous
14
experience, whatever it was, "made her a poet"
,
for the poet
1?.) IUid.
13) Dickinson, Emily. quoted by Bianchi, Martha D. , in
The Life and Letters of Emily
Dickinson
, p. 50.
14^ I^aynard, Theodore, "The Mystery of Emily Dickinson",
The Catholic World
, October, 193;

was present long before the lover was met. Nevertheless, the
happening gave a new gravity and depth to her verse, and in-
creased the inborn desire for what she called "polar privacy".
In the years that followed, Emily lived apart from a
conventional world, living among her flowers, her thoughts,
and her love for Sue. She ""became our great American poet of
16
exile". As Byron, Shelley, Keats, and Browning "left a cold
and hostile En.^and for an Italy possible to their spirits,
so Emily Dickinson sought isolation in "the Italy of the inner
17
life".
Um Edna St. Vincent Millay.
The passing years have heaped Emily Dickinson with legend
'Ye meet no such situation with our approach to Edna Mil-
lay, The story of her life is as straight- forward as it is
striking.
Of Miss Millay it has been said, never was 'lyric poet so
16
sung into being by the very syllables of baptism]"
15) Dickinson, Emily. Poem "XXV, The Single Hound .
16 & 17) Root, E. Merrill. "Emily Dickinson: Symbol
and Dynamo"
,
The Christian Century
,
June", 1933.
18) Bynner, Witter. "Edna St. Vincent Millay",
Th e gew Republic
,
December 10, 192- ..
1( II
19
Edna St. Vincent Millay was born in 139?- in Rockland,
Maine, the oldest of three girls, and the daughter of a musical
and literary mother. Miss Millay says of her own childhood:
l,T
«7e always were poor, very poor. Mother divorced my
father when I was twelve and supported us by working as a
practical nurse. \7e always had a piano and music and books
and pretty clothes , --always . But sometimes we had no food."
As may be expected, thrifty New England neighbors couldn'i
stand the extravaga-nt mother, or understand the tomboy "Vinceni
who was encouraged from her earliest days in all liberal atti-
tudes.
Miss Millay always thought she was going to be a poet;
20
she can never remember having questioned it 1 She wrote as
a child, but received no recognition save her mother's encour-
agement, a St. Nicholas Magazine prize at fourteen, and a High
School Graduation Essay assignment, which she met in versej
At the age of eighteen she began writing Renascence .
In 1912 the poem was published, and acclaimed by those who
knew, but not generally or widely till years later. As a
result of the publication, however, a wealthy woman who
summered on Penobscot Bay provided for Miss Millay to go to
19) Eeatty, Jerome. "The Story of Edna St. Vincent
::illay"
,
The American Magazine
,
January, 19%?.
?0) Ibid.

Cilice, and at the a^e of twenty-one Edna Mi 11ay entered
Vassar.
She felt out of place there, because she hadn't the social
background of most of the girls, and because she was always
an independent active mind , intere#ted in i.»ore t*haj3 social
events or cut-and-dried lectures. "But, because she wanted to
please her patron, and because she wanted to set all she
could from her study, she, "for the first time in her life,
perhaps for the only time," m-de an effort to "adjust herself
31
to the world in which she found herself".
College and Vincent didn't always jibe, "Che was eternal
-
lv breaking uj a professor's discourse with pertinent and im-
pertinent questions, based upon her own research" , and she
was frequently caught infringing on some minor College Regula-
tion. She danced little, "mcsLi^ because she couldn't afford
23
an evening gown"
,
and wasn't verv oopular with the boys who
24
visited Vassar. She was a bit "too erudite" for themJ
" Seatc- in a cozy nook on a porch, she was quite likely to
be in talking about the evils of war or the early work of
Mozart or the lyrical roems of Sappho, interrupting the youth
who had taken her hand gently in his"
I
Miss Millay excelled in English, but she nearlv "flunkeu"
Mathematics
•
21, 22, 2"*, »4, * 25) Ibid.

Her last days as a student at Vassar were lived under a
cloud. Because she had an opportunity one Easter vacation,
while visiting in New York, to hear Caruso sing in Aida
,
and because she went and heard him sing that Opera of which
26
she "could play every note in the score" , --arriving "back
at Vassar late, without leave, --she was suspended from College
privileges. She wrote the words and music for the baccalaureat
hyi^n, but was not permitted to hear it sung. She was bitterly
disappointed.
At the last moment, because her patron interceded, --and
perhaps because the College authorities thought she had been
punished severely enough, --Hi ss Hillay was recalled to the
College, arriving about two hours before the Commencement
exercises, to receive her diploma with the rest.
In spite of these experiences, Miss Hillay "loves Vassar"
She often nnco Udc to re-d her poena j "while the girls sit
28
in porj-eyed worship, breathing heavily".
After Vassar days, she went to Greenwich Village, where
she lived, wrote, and acted with the Provincetown Players.
In 19^-3 she married a former coffee importer, a wealthy
Dutchman, Eugen Jan Boissevain, with whom she now liven in
zealously guarded seclusion at their mountain estate,
"Steepletop" , in the Berkshires above Austerlitz, Hew York.
86, 2i t A ifcid.

Of giving up his business that he might devote his entire
life to carrying all the responsibility of the household and
thus freeing Miss Millay to her art, Mr. Boissevain says:
"It is more worth while for her to be writing, even
if she writes only one sonnet in a year, than for me to be
29
buying coffee for a little and selling it for a trifle more".
And so we leave Miss Millay today at "Steeple top" , with
her garden, her workshop, her music, and her verse.
The Sacco-Vanzetti case, which a few years a^o so fired
her spirit that she went to jail for her opinions, no longer
leaves its imprint or. har poetry. Toci&y ahe "worries wore
30
aoout iier ruaes Iham about Cassia"., A new spirit is evolving
29 3c SO) Ibid

II
THESIS BODY
A. The Technique of Emily Dickinson.
Having considered the life backgrounds of the two poets,
we turn now to our central problem, a consideration of their
original techniques.
Of Emily Dickinson, Allen Tate has said, "There is no
toet in American Literature who is so closely bound up with
1
his poetry." In her verses Emily Dickinson said she found
relief, "when .... a sudden light on orchards, or a new
fashion in the wind troubled • . . ." It is in looking at
the technique which bodies forth her unique experiences that
we find the poet. The first part of that technique which we
will attend to is
(1^ Word Usage.
3
l|TT/"ords , to her, were a festival." For her they had a
wealth of meaning few ever draw from any language.
1) Tate, Allen. "Emily Dickinson",
The Outlook
,
August 15, 1923.
2) Dickinson, Emily. In Letter "To Colonel T. W. Higgi
son" , June 8 , 1862.
7>) Trueblcod, Charles K. "Emily Dickinson",
The Dial
,
April, 1926.

How she loved words!
She studied the dictionary , --not as a pedant might, "but
as a true philologist , --regarding ^ords as living things, and
"restoring for herself the lost edges of ordinary expression".
Emily Dickinson felt v/ith all her soul the truth of these words
"Could mortal lip divine
The undeveloped freight
Of a delivered syllable, 5
"Twould crumble with the weight."
Shall we watch her with words.
She played with them, manipulated them, renovated and
recreated them! She set them in nev places, gave them new
functions, new partners , --distracting the grammarians of a
6
latei generation and one of her own!
Above all, she gave words life.
Shall we turn to her poetry.
Listen while she says
"I never hear the word 'escape*
Without a quicker blood,
A sudden expectation,
A flying attitude " ! ( 7
)
8
She looks on grief and love with "analytic eyes" , and
4) Ibid.
5^ Dickinson, Emily, The Complete Poems of ,--
Boston: Little, Brown, and Co.,
19?7. p. 5?, #XCV.
6) Reference to Colonel T. 77. Higginson.
7) Dickinson, Emily. op. cit., P . 2? , ^XXXVI
.
8^ Ibid.
, p. 61 , #CXVI.

is reminded that
"You cannot fold a flood
And put it in a drawer , " (9)
Then she speaks of life, of ceople, of those who go
10
about v/ith "such dimity convictions"! Of the
"
. . . . precious, mouldering pleasure t f is
To meet an antique "book .... " (H)
She tells us of the
12
"Angels 1 breathless ballot"
,
and how
"Imps in eager caucus
Raffle for my soul." (13)
7/e just begin to breathe regularly under this barrage,
perhaps, when we are startled again as she calls to God,
14
.
"Papa a/boveJ . . . ."
He are about ready to believe with Madame Bianchi that
15
for Emily Dickinson "nothing was ever terse enough"
I
9) Ibid., p. 59, #CXXXIII.
10) Ibid. , p. 68 , #CXXX.
11) Ibid. , p. 7, #X.
12) Ibid. , p. 4 , #111. •
13) Ibid. , loc. cit
.
14) Ibid., p. 295, #XCIII.
15) Bianchi and Hampson, editors. The Poems of Emily
Dickinson, p. vii.

Metaphor was "her characteristic figure and paradox
16
her native tongue". Sometimes a whole poem was a meta-
phor. Take for example the poem in which she says of a
hurricane
,
H The Winds drew off
Like hungry dogs 17
Defeated of a hone . . . . "
Or consider the little poem in which she says
"It droppea so low in my regard
I heard it hit the ground,
And go to pieces on the stones
At bottom of my mind;
Yet "blamed the fate that fractured, less
Than I reviled myself
For entertaining plated wares
Upon my silver shelf." (18)
Or, favored and most poetic, perhaps, of all:
"Fressntiment is that long shadow on the lawn
Indicative that suns go down;
The notice to the startled grass
That darkness is about to pass." (19)
Something quite extraordinary in all of Miss Dickinson's
word usages is that they bring us up suddenly with the
realization that we know just exactly what she means, and
wonder why we never thought of it in just that spirit be-
fore.1 Perhaps this difference between feeling and expression
16) Ibid. , lcc. cit.
17) Dickinson, Emily. op. cit., p. £76
,
#L.
IK) Ibid., p. 63, jpXVIII.
19) Ibid., p. 118, fLXVII.
•4
is just the world-wide difference "between the great mass of
people and the poet. Cne might almost echo . Browning at this
point
:
"But God has a few of us whom he whispers in
the ear;
The rest may reason and welcome: 'tis v/e
musicians know." (20)
Perhaps when she looks at nature, some of her most
brilliant words burst forth.
21
Who has not known the "cautious melody" of birds at
davm?
22
"Who has not stood and watched the "boilinp- sand"
beside
"An everywhere of silver,
With ropes of sand
To keep it from effacing
The track called land" ? (23)
We have known
" .... a certain slant of light,
Cn winter afternoons
,
That oppresses, like the weight
Of cathedral tunes" .... (24)
We have listened to the crickets' song, "enlarging
25
loneliness"
.
20) Browning, Robert. Abt Yogler , Is. 87 and 88.
21) Dickinson, Emily. op. cit. , p. 76, #IIT.
22) Ibid. , p. 5, #V«
2.3) Ibid.
, p. 90, #XXII.
24) Ibid., p. 125, #LXXXII.
25) Ibid., p. 102, #XLIV.
i
26
We tread daily upon "Time's consummate plush", and,
loving, know quite simply that
"
. . . . Distance is until
Thyself, Beloved J" (27)
In leaving a consideration of Emily Dickinson's word
usage we must not fail to mention three things:
(1) Her fine feeling for vowel quality,
( 2 ) Her imagery of movement
,
and
(3) Her imagery of color.
Her sensitivity to vowel tone in words appears in her
above-quoted expression, "enlarging loneliness". There is
a pervasive emptiness about those two words ,--largely wrought
"by vowel quality comparable to that of Edgar Allen Poe's
famous "ITevernore" '.
Consider, too, for vowel sound, such expressions as
"The bustle in a house
The morning after death . . . ." (28)
or the description of a snake as
"A narrow fellow in the grass . . . ." (29)
Do you often find more of a crinoline hush than in the
26) Ibid., p. 72, #CXZXVIII.
27) Ibid.
, p. *06 , #CXC.
?3) Ibid.
, p. 192, fXXII.
29) Ibid., p. 91. #XXIV.

former quotation? Or more of a thin wiggle and glide than
in the latter?
If we turn to her imagery of movement we can refer to
the May 1925 edition of Poetry with interest. There we read:
"The specific nature of her imagery is worth a word
or two* Its vitality is dependent not so much on the eye,
in spite of the primitive freshness of Emily Dickinson's
vision, as on a sense of movement that gives the verse an
interior excitement, velocity, and imminence . . . . (30)
To illustrate this peculiar movement we suggest a
stanza from the snake poem, wherein Emily Dickinson tells
of seeing at her feet in the meadow that which, at first,
.... I thought, a whip-lash
Unbraiding in the sun,--
7/hen, stooping to secure it,
It wrinkled, and was gone." (31)
We shall consider this "interior excitement" further
under Miss Dickinson's rhythms.
In direct and interesting opposition to Mr. Sapir's
opinion is that of Mr. Charles K. Trueblood, who insists
that in Miss Dickinson's poetry Visual imagery is predominate
3?
Mr. Trueblood speaks of her love of "noiseless brilliance",
30) Sapir, Edward. "Emily Dickinson, A Primitive",
Poetry Magazine
,
May, 1925.
31) Dickinson, Emily. op. cit. , p. 91, //XXIV.
32) Trueblood, Charles K. "Emily Dickinson",
The Dial, April, 1926.

citing the following passage about a bird as an example:
"And he unrolled his feathers
And rowed him softer home
Than oars divide the ocean,
Too silver for a seam,
Or "butterflies, off banks of noon,
Leap, pi ashless, as they swim." (33)
e have, therefore, two suggestions.
Inasmuch as movement is generally essential to sound,
we are inclined to believe that there is no real opposition
in these two views, but that, to a great extent, Emily
Dickinson's "interior excitement" and "noiseless brilliance"
go hand in hand.
In concluding our treatment of Emily Dickinson's word
usages we are hardly required to remark that to quibble
over the position or structural significance of a word in
a line of her poetry would be utterly out of place. She
was often without precedent or defense for her word usages,
but she wrote for no public save herself and Sue and the
34
"Beloved Household" , and did not care for niceties.
35
Her friend and elderly "preceptor", Colonel Higginson,
trie- to correct her vagaries, but she only replied in
33) Dickinson, Emily. op. cit., p. 91, #XXIII.
34) Emily Dickinson's name for her brother Austin's
and "Sister Sue's" family.
35) Emily's way of addressing Colonel Higginson.
(1
characteristic manner,
"You think my gait spasmodic.' I am in danger, sir.
You think me 'uncontrolled'. I have no tribunal." (36
Much could be said, but we are tempted to the position
of Conrad Aiken, feeling that "After all, when a thought
takes one's breath away , a lesson on grammar seems an im-
37
pertinence "
.
The next point of interest to be considered in our
treatment of Emily Dickinson's unusual technique is
(2) Erevity of Verse !?orm.
Until the advent of the Imagists , -Thorn Amy Lowell says
38
Emily Dickinson heralded, we seldom find such brevity
as appears in the verse form of the Amherst poet.
It is the brevity of epigram, which, coupled with her
pointed word usage, gives a directness to her lines rarely
met with elsewhere, if met at all.
The remarkable concentration of form as well as thought
is probably due to her intense and stifled inner life.
Despite her waywardness, Emily Dickinson was born Puritan,
and the Puritan intensity flooded her entire spirit. Her
outer direction of the intensity would have been tabooed,
36) Dickinson, Emily. In a "Letter to Colonel T. W.
Hi^crinson"
, June 3, 1362.
37) Aiken, Conrad. "Emily Dickinson",
The Dial
,
April, 1924.
38) Lowell, Amy. Poetry and Poets , o. 95.

however, by her generation,
—
probably by herself 1 --so she
turned it all upon her verse. As the spirit intensified, the
habiliments fell away. The formal result in her poetry is
an almost skeletonic style.
Brevity wtt: her element, and the quatrain was her charac-
teristic form. She was never lengthy unless she was be-
travpd into padding by her almost uncontrollable love for
claying with words. Such occasions are so rare as to be
practically negligible. Characteristically, when she had
said what she felt, she stopped, regardless of the number
of lines she had on paper.
To get an idea cf this brevity in form which character-
izes Emily Dickinson's poetry one has but to open a book of
her verse, and let the pages turn idly under the fingers.
There is brevity everywhere! True, there are poems of more
than quatrain length, --man./ of them, --but there are no long
poems , and in every poem one gets a sfns<i of "Lyric incisive-
39
ness"
.
Let us turn to a few verses, and let them speak for them-
selves .
In eight lines Emily Dickinson makes a Fundamentalist
3°^ Trueblood, Charles K. op. cit

25
testimony!
"I never saw a moor,
I never saw the sea;
Yet know I how the heather looks,
And what a wave must be.
I never siDoke with God,
Xor visited in heaven;
Yet certain am I of the spot
As if the chart were given." (40)
Again in eight lines she satisfies Love:
"Alter? 'Vhen the hills do.
Salter? T.Yhen the sun
Question if his glory
Ee the perfect one.
Surfeit? When the daffodil
Loth of the dew:
Even as herself, friendj
I will of you J" (41)
It has seldom been done more beautifully in verse.
The more intense of her poems fall into the briefest
f orms . Sbe s i n s
:
"Go set ita sun in thee,
Wiii-t day is dark to m«--
What distance far,
So I the ships may see
That touch hov/ seldomly
Thy shore?**
Tuere begins to be something of the imagist in her verses.'
Perhaps Amy Lowell was correct in her suggestion that
40) Dickinson, Emily. op. cit
. , p. 183, #XVII
.
41) Ibid.
, p. 145, #111.
42^ Ibid., p. 310, #CXXXII.
r
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Emily Dickinson was "precursor of the Imagists".
Consider trie following poem:
"Glory is that bright tragic thing,
.
That for an instant
Means Dominion,
Warms some poor name
That never felt the sun,
Gently replacing
In oblivion." (44)
The brevity of free verse form is more than hinted upon.
Here, we say, in brevity, rhythm, and spirit, _is free
verse:
I can wade grief,
Whole pools of it,
—
I 'jb used to that.
But the least push of joy
Breaks up my feet,
And I tip--drunken.
Let no pebble smile,
f Twas the new liquor, --
That was all J (45)
Marianne Moore, in Poetry , makes another suggestion, as
interesting as Miss Lowell's, with regard to Emily Dickinson's
brief verses. They have, she says, "an element of the Chines*3
46
taste .... A Japanesely fantastic reverence".
It is an interesting comment to consider. Miss Moore,
as v/e see, is referring to the tone and imagery of Emily
43) Lowell, Amy. loc. cit.
44^ Dickinson, Emily. op. cit., p. 263, #XX.
45^ Ibid.
, p. 21 , fXXXV.
46 ) Moore, Marianne. "A Review of Emily Dickinson's
Letters", as edited by M. L. Todd.
Poetry Magazine
, January, 19 33.

Dickinson's work, but we wonder if a similar likeness
does not exist just as truly "between Miss Dickinson's
formal "brevity and the brevity of the imagistic hokku?
We wonder, that is all, for we cannot press the
comparison far. To say that Emily Dickinson consciously
experimented with stylistic brevity for its own sake would
be to attribute to her work a sophisticated artistry of form
which would be difficult to prove present. Above all else,
thought interested her. It would be rather beside the point
to say she was much concerned with style.
Another reason why we feel Emily Dickinson's formal
brevity was a result of personality more than of plan is
the result of an examination of the facsimile collection
of her poems and letters, held by the Boston Public Library,
the Galatea Collection. In the photographic reprints of
her poems one notices a hasty, fragmentary manner of writing.
Her poetry was jotted down on papers of irregular size.
One can easily see how a modernly-minded editor might print
her poetry in a sophisticated formal set-upi One is almost
sure that is just v/hat has happened when one looks at the
poem, --perhaps her shortest , --which reads
"A Word is dead
When it is said,
Some say.
I say it just
Begins to live
That day." (47)
47) Dickinson, Emily. op. cit.
, P . 49, #LXXXIX.
r
No , there is conscious artistry in Emily Dickinson's
word usages, but in her brief forms there is little if any.
t
Her formal brevity hails from heart, not head. It results
w
from her keen penetration to the center of a thought or emotior
It is, therefore, a reflection of her peculiar spirit.
If, "for some critics," her verses "will always appear
48
too bare, bleak, and fragmentary"
,
yet for others ,--by the
same token, --they will have unique value.
The next original quality which we shall consider in
Emily Dickinson's technique will be
49
(3) "The wild vagary of her rhythm and rhyme".
Even as her word usage and formal brevity express the
spirit of the poet, so do her rhythms and rhymes, for Emily
Dickinson wrote as she felt. If she felt hurried, she wrote
sol Perhaps the plainest statement of that truth came from
her own pen in her letter, already quoted, to Colonel Hig-
50
ginson. There was, indeed, a reason for her "gait".
48) Aiken, Conrad. op. cit.
49) Bradford, Gamaiiel. op. cit.
•
50) Dickinson, Emily. In "A Letter to Colonel T. \7. Hig-
ginson", June 8, 1362.

Although any classification of her rhythms is rather
certain to be arbitrary, we suggest looking at her rhythms
as of four kinds:
(1) There is the rhythm which proceeds from her spirit;
(2) There is the rhythm which emanates from the object of
her verse
i
(3) There is the regular rhythm which seems to result from
great concentration on the thought she is trying to
express
,
and
(4) There is the jingling rhythm of humor, akin in cause
to Rhythm 1, and in effect or regularity to Rhythm 3.
Shall we consider these several rhythms in order.
The RKYTKLI THAT C0:.-ES.FR0M HER SPIRIT is generally a
unifying rhythm:, running through the entire poem, --be it of
four or forty line length, --and is closely akin to tone.
This rhythm is the accompaniment of a mood, a sustained
emotion. Therefore it appears most frequently in the love
lyrics and in the poems on Death and Immortality, where emoti
and mood dominate.
She plays with nature, and then she may jingle merrily;
she reasons with life, and then she abandons bouncing rhythms
for the regularities of concentrated thought; she lives in
love, and then it is she falls into the mood-rhythms.

Let us turn for examples of her use , --quite unconscious
use, of course, --of this mood-rhy thm %n her love poems, and
to the later poems on immortality as love*s reunion.
The following love poem is doubtless more affirmative
and rapturous than any she ever wrote beside. Every thought
demands an exclamation point, and for Emily Dickinson an
51
exclamation point marked "breathless pause"!
ITote the emotionally prompted rhythm:
"Hine by the right of the white election.1
Mine by the royal seali
Mine by the sign in the scarlet prison
Bars cannot conceal'.
Mine, here in vision and in veto I
Mine, by the grave 1 s repeal
Titled, confirmed,--delirious charter!
Mine, while the ages steal I" (52)
It is ma.de up chiefly of bounding dactyls, which run
fearlessly into trochees at will. The varied rhythm of the
second quatrain marks a living emotion.
Just below it on the same printed page comes the follow-
ing, --quiet, reserved, but equally sincere , --coming out of
that pleasure which is almost kin to pain,
"You left me, sweet, two legacies, --
A legacy of love
A Heavenly Father would content,
Had He the offer of;
You left me boundaries of pain
Capacious as the sea,
Between eternity and time,
Your consciousness and me." (53)
51) Allen, Robert F. In conversation.
52 2c 53) Dickinson, Emily. op. cit.
, p. 145, ,?1 rc 4$.

The rhythm here is living still, and varied. It is a
self-possessed, commanicative Iambic rhythm. It proceeds from
the thought which is not deliriously announced, now, but which
54
calmly lies "too deep for tears".
The verses which follow here show us a mood-rhythm which
grows along with an intensifying emotion , and in eight lines
develops from simple statement to spirited, --if not eloquent,--
entreaty:
"My river runs to thee:
Blue sea, wilt welcome me?
My river waits reply.
Oh sea, look graciouslyl
I'll fetch thee brooks
From spotted nooks,
Say, sea,
Take me I " (55
)
The first four lines run loosely in Iambic rhythss , made
happy by the concluding Dactyls of the question and the reques ;
The enticing promise f oliov/s ,--the lines lose length, grow
tighter, till there are but two feet in each. The appeal of
the last two lines comes in a rhythm of four equally accented
syllables ,--3ircple , suff icient ,--and the thing is done. We
have journeyed through a poet's mood, --though it be a light
one, --by means of rhythm.
54) "Vordsworth, William. Ode on Intimations of Immortal-
ity .
55) Dickinson, Emily. op. cit.
, p. 150, fXI.
1(
In passing to the other rhythms Emily Dickinson used,
we should not neglect to mention four lines, --part of a longer
poem, --which express the intense emotion of her union of the
spirit when union of the flesh was denied. In the four lines
we shall quote there is a sudden unnatural maturity of feeling.
The words , --hard , decisive , --are spoken almost through set lips
and the rhythm is as straight as the mood:
"I'm wife] I've finished that,
That other state:
I'm C^ar, I'm woman now:
It" a safer so." (56)
The straightened emotion has come to us in an irregular, "bound
rhythm, --expressed.
Besides the rhythm of her spirit, there is, in Emily
Dickinson's poetry, a RBBTTHM CO."."IJTG FROM THE OBJECT being
considered.
cow skillfully Emily Dickinson catches the movement of
the world in this objective rhythm, and in such summary
fashion] She never seems to strive unduly to catch a move-
ment, yet we read, and it is there! Her lines seem to have an
unusual capacity for re-presentation.
In her nature poems, where her concern is primarily an
objective one, we find the use of -uch representative rhythm
very prominent.
56) Dickinson, Emily. op. cit. , p. 155, #XVI.
1 I
1
1
I
1
1
c
Take, for exanrcle, the tactile rhythm of this Line,
57
"The sun just touched the morning".
The rhythm is picked out with staccato freshness.
Then again, one can hardly read this stanza, about a
"bird, without a "sidewise" feeling!:
"And then he drank a dew
From a convenient grass,
And then hopped sidewise to the wall
To let a beetle pass." (53)
The rhythm of the third line turns it around completely,
and brings you from an accented beginning , --in a full loop,--
to an accented pause!
The lines which follow in the same poem, and which v/e
quote below, hurry in a steady accent. Some of the lines
run on into others. The last six lines of the poem are
verbal and rhythmic artistry 1. See how perfectly the smooth
rhythm suits the texture of the objects considered, as we
come to them:
Mt
-
T
e glanced with rapid eyes
That hurried all abroad, --
They looked like frightened beads, I thought
He stirred his velvet head.
Like one in danger; cautious,
I offered him a crumb,
57) Dickinson, Emily. op. cit., p. 77, #V.
53) Ibid.
, p. 91 , #XXIII.
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"And he unrolled his feathers
And rowed him softer home
Than oars divide the ocean,
Too silver for a seam,
Or butterflies, off "banks of noon,
Leap, plashless, as they swim." (59)
The lines grow, with a flowing rhythm. Then they are
drawn from the round music of "ocean" to the pointed brink of
"seam", where, poised, they gather breath in a line, and plunge
into the buoying rhythm of the conclusion.
In the rhythm of the Doem beginning
60
"A narrow fellow in the grass",
there is something almost slippery!
The rhythm of the following sunset poem has the flare and
leap of its content:
"Blading in gold and quenching in purple,
Leaping like leopards to the sky,
Then at the feet of the old horizon
Laying her spotted face, to die;
Stooping as low as the kitchen window,
Touching the roof and tinting the barn,
Kissing her bonnet to the meadow
And the juggler of day is jonej" (61)
The movement is chiefly Dactyllic.
In the following lines we see the words intertwining in
59)
60)
51)
Dickinson, Emily. op. cit.
, p. 31, #XVIII.
Ibid.
, p. 91, fXXIV.
Ibid.
, p. 102, .fXLIII.

a rhythm expressive of the meaning:
"The gentian weaves her fringes
,
The maple's loom is red." (62)
In concluding our discussion of Emily Dickinson's use of
"objective" rhythms, we quote from a poem of graver tone.
Here we find the labored, rhythmic regularity which suggests
solemnity of theme:
"Great streets of silence led away
To neighborhoods of pause; . . . . " (63)
We turn now to the REGULAR RHYTHM which seems to come
with CONCENTRATION QH THE THOUGHT she is trying to express.
This type of rhythm appears, as ve might suppose, especi
ly in her commentaries on life, where she is most reasonable.
Her poems of deepest emotion, it is interesting to note, sel-
dom fall into this regularity.
Consider, an example of this regular rhythm, this
verse in which she is bent upon getting her thought expressed
"Belshazzar had a letter,--
He never had but one;
Belshazzar 's correspondent
Concluded and begun
In that immortal copy
The conscience of lis all
Can read without its glasses
On revelation' 3 wall." (64)
62) Dickinson, Emily. op. cit.
, p. 104, #XLVII
.
63) Ibid., p. 223, #LXXVII.
64) Ibid.
, p. 16, #XXV.
t•
There is almost the tone of rhythmic newspaper verse
about it
J
There is something interesting but also preachy about
these pieces.
We quote one more poem of this type:
"He preacnea upon 'breadth' till it argued him
nnrrow,—
The broad are too broad to define;
And of 'truth 1 until it proclaimed him a liar,--
The truth never flaunted a sign.
Simplicity fled from his counterfeit presence
As gold the pyrites would shun.
What confusion would cover the innocent Jesus
To meet so enabled a man J" (6b)
The rhythm of the above poem merges into that JI1TGLING
RHYTHM of HUrOR, which we shall mention in conclusion.
EiT.ily Dickinson jingles when she plays with words and
wit:, fcbou .-.ts. It is im ortant to remember, as we criticize
her work, that many of her poems were written on scraps of
paper, and sent acrops the lawn to the "Beloved Household",
66
accompanied by sweets or flowers. Such work was spontan-
eous, and made no artistic claims. The common rhythms were
us^d because thcv -ere readiest at hand.
6^ Dickinson, Emily. op. ©it., p. 36, fLXIV.
6*^ Bianchi, Martha D. The Life and Letters of
Smilv Dickinson, n. 54.

Notice one such poem:
"Not at home to callers
Says the naked tree--
Jacket due in April.
Wishing you good day." (67)
and another:
"I bet with every "«ind that blew, till Nature in chagrin
Employed a Fact to visit me and scuttle my Balloon! " (6 Q )
And so we come to the end of our consideration of Emily
Dickinson 1 s rhythms. She wrote very often in Iambic. Some-
times she even resorted to inversion in an apparent effort
to keep a poem doninantly Iambic! Sometimes she fell into
a dull rhythmic regularity, as we have seen. Generally,
though, she was saved from falling into poor rhythms by her
unusual thoughts, which gave life and spring to her lines.
Just how much of her use of rhythm is consciously planned
we wonder. We feel she cared little for form, but we know
she manipulated words, and there is such a close poetic re-
lationship between words and rhytnmn that -t#* suspect sh* "was
conscious of the kinship, and encouraged rhythmic patterns.
It is to the unusual use of rhyme in Emily Dickinson's
poetry that we turn next. If she was "wild" in her rhythms,
67 ^ Dickinson, Emil„ . In Blanches juix e gjftd .Letters of
oau+ily, Dickinson , p. 06
.
68) Dickinson, liuily. In Complete Poe/..s of,—
p. 266, JKXX.
•«
she certainly was in her rhymes! It was her rhyme which, --
until the mere recent use of approximate rhymes and assonance
came in vogue , --condemned her in many eyes, and ears.
Emily Dickinson is at once capable of creating a song
with rhyL.e as regular as that of
"Mine "by the right of the white election!" (69)
and one with a peculiar approximate rhyme, such as the follow-
ing,
--which disappoints the anticipating ear:
"The thought beneath so slight a film
Is more distinctly seen,--
As laces just reveal the surge,
Or mists the Apennine." (70^
At times she will rhyme
71
"noon" with "crown"
,
7^
"pause" with "raise"
,
73
"begun" with "alone",
74.
or Mdone" with "shone".
At times she will turn out a -perfect little po^m such as
69* Dickinson, Emily. op. cit.
, p. 14o, §1,
70) Ibid. , p. 24, #XL.
71 and 72) Ibid., p. £81, &L.
Ttf Ibid. , p. 12?, #111.
"4* Ibid.
, p. I
"7
, #7.

that beginning
"Alter? Then the hills do.
Falter? 7/hen the sun . . . ." (75)
in which she shows £ fine feeling for rhyme ,--even initial
rhyme
•
A complete treatment of Emily Dickinson 1 s rhymes would
be a study in itself.
Suffice it to mention here a single and original habit
of hers, which,— as well as her conventional rhymes , --shows
a keen rhyming ear.
To introduce the habit , we quote a poem:
"
' Twas a long parting, but the time
For interview had come;
Before the judgment-seat of God,
The last and second time
These fleshless lovers met,
A heaven in a gaze,
A heaven of heavens, the privilege
Of one another's eyes.
ITo lifetime set on them,
Apparelled as the new
Unborn, except they had beheld,
Born everlasting now.
..as bridal e'er like this?
A paradise, the host.
And cherubim and seraphim
The most familiar guest." (76)
75) Ibid.
, p. 145, #111.
76) Ibid.
, p. 154 , #XV.
t
T
n this TDoem it will be noticed that she approaches rhyme
in alternate end voxels, but just misses it, and in the place
of vov/el .rhyme there is a kind of consonantal similarity , --as
between Mm" and "m" , in lines two and four; "ze" and "es" , in
lines six and eight; "n" and "n" of "ne /" and "now" , in lines
ten and twelve, and the like "st" endings of the words in lines
fourteen and sixteen.
This is not regular Assonance, for Assonance is "one type
of imperfect approximate rime" .... in which "the vowel
sound must be the same, but the concluding consonants are
77
different", as in tent -bend . Here, however, the vowel
sounds are different, and the consonants similar, if not al-
ways identical*
In being a "type of imperfect approximate rime", however,
it resembles Assonance. It is unusual, and does not always
offend the ear, although at its worst it may cause the reader
to wrench the pronunciation of a word in an attempt to get
the expected rhyme.
See some of the other ways in which Emily Dickinson uses
this peculiar "rhyme". She rhymes
73
"cannon dwell" and "syllable"!
79
"remedy" and "malady"!
77) Hubbell and 3eaty. An Introduction to Poetry
,
p. 82.
78) Dickinson, Emily, op. cit .
, p. 203, #XLIV.
79) Ibid., p. 226, fLXXXV.

60
and "love" and" "groove" I
That we may see this rhyme in its setting, we quote the
quatrain from which the last illustration is taken:
"That Love is all there is,
Is all we know of Love;
It is enough, the freight should be
Proportioned to the groove."
Is such rhyme good? There is a question.
Rhyme and No-rhyme are each pleasing in their place.
The question is, Is there a place for a hybrid rhyme?
I£odern roets have developed rhyme types extensively, but
in Emily Dickinson's day these above-mentioned usages were
extraordinary
.
And so we come to the end of our consideration of Emily
Dickinson's T/ord Usages, formal Brevity, and "V/ild vagary"
of "Rhythm and Rhyme".
Whether we feel with Thomas 3ailey Aldrich that "The
incoherence and shapelessness of the greater part of her verse
81
are fatal" , or whether we go to the deeps of analysis with
P>0) Ibid., p. 303, #CXII.
31) Aldrich, Thomas Bailey. "Un Poete Manque",
Ponkapog Papers .
T). 107-111.
•c
c
4'
Theodore Haynard, and say that Emily Dickinson was "much
82
more concerned with .... the riming of ideas" than the
riming of words, and discover a masterliness in her verse,
I am quite certain we are all prepared to say with Auslander
and Kill that here is a -poetry which is "very much like
83
itself and little like any other"!
82) Ilaynard, Theodore. "The lister of Emily Dickinson"
The Catholic 7orld
,
October, • 3L
33) Auslander, Joseph, The Winged Horse ,
and p. 403.
Sill, ?rank Ernest.
fdf)
B. The Technique of Edna St. Vincent Millay.
We turn from the poetry of Emily Dickinson to the
poetry of Edna St. Vincent Millay.
In Kiss Millay^ work "There is less of terrific in-
tensity" than in Emily Dickinson's, ""but more of human life.
There is also a greater art, though at the cost of that
peculiar tele-graphic defiance of grammar which gives a
1
wry and elfin magic to Emily Dickinson's brevities".
Since it is possible to study Miss Millay 1 s technique
in a developmental manner, considering each volume from
Renascence through Fatal Interview , we will do so, watch-
ing the development of unusual qualities in her work. We
will attend especially to her experimental interest in form,
rhyme , and line length, free verse, vivid imagery, music,
and subtle cadences. We will also trace lightly the dominant
tone of each volume.
The first of Miss Millay* s published volumes of poetry
appeared in 1917, and was entitled Renascence .
It was the volume of youth, and to it we shall give
our immediate attention.
1) Aualander, Joseph, and The T7inged Horse .
Hill, Frank Ernest. r>. 411.

Renascence is chiefly interesting in this study of
technique because in it we find, nearly all of Miss Millay's
unusual technical interests anticipated. We shall consider
her early interest in verse form 'at this point.
In this first volume Hiss Kill ay uses the simplest
verse forms. She seldom uses a form that is unconventional,
but the skill with which she develops the simplest forms is
unusual.
"Renascence", the title poem, is simplicity itself in
form. It is made up of smooth- flowing Iambic Tetrameter
lines, carefully and easily rhymed, which carry the thought
through the narrative v/ith telling power.
Perhaps if we quote the first four lines of the poem
the simplicity of which we speak will be evident:
"All I could see from where I stood
Was three long mountains and a wood;
I turned and looked the other way,
And saw three islands in a bay." (2)
Here Miss Mill ay seejLs to realize that technical sim-
plicity can add to the power of a poem.
"Interim", the poem of fresh sorrow, has an equally
simple form. There is no rhyme in "Interim", but there is
a greater intensity which begins to influence the form.
The lines are of regular length, but begin to tug with emotion
and sometimes appear upon the printed page broken up and
oS Millay Edna. Renascence and Other Poems,
Few York: Harper and brothers, 1917, p. 1.

divided. The rhythm is emotionally affected, too. A dramatic
technique , --which we shall see Miss Millay using in later
work,—begins to shorn There is a hint of a dramatic power
not far removed from that of Shakespeare's well-known Porter
Scene in Macbeth
,
in her lines
"But this I know: --not for one second* s space
Shall I insult my sight with visionings
Such as the credulous crowd so eager- eyed
Behold, self- conjured in the empty air.
Let the world wail I Let drip its easy tears
My sorrow shall be dumb
J
—7/hat cLo I say? (3^
God J God I --God pity me I Am I gone mad . . . .?"
Besides this initial use and development of the narra-
tive form, Miss Millay, in Renascence
,
gives us a u?e of
shorter forma*
Although she uses the narrative technique with original
skill, perhaps it is in her use of the more compact forms
that she is most interesting. It is to the shorter forms
that we must turn for experimentation.
The quatrain form is a favorite with Miss llillay in
this volume. It is a form which she never ,- -until Fatal
Interview , --abandoned.
In her quatrains she varies the rhythm, and experiments
with rhyme. Sometimes she shortens the last line of a
3) Millay, Edna. op. cit.
, p. 27, "Interim".
I t
5
quatrain effectively, as in the following:
"The first rose on my rose-tree
Budded, bloomed, and shattered,
During sad days when to me
Nothing mattered.
Grief of grief has drained me clean;
Still it seems a pity
No one saw, --it must have "been
Very pretty. " (4
)
Sometimes she shortens alternate lines, as in "The Shroud"
"Death, I say, my heart is bowed
Unto thine, --0 mother
J
This red gown will make a shroud
Good as any other.'" (5)
Sometimes she uses a long line in quatrain form and then
again a short line, but the quatrain framework persists through]-
out this early book. It is in her varying line lengths that
experimentation is heralded.
7/e must not fail to mention the sonnet form which appears
in every volume of Miss Millay*s work.
In Renascence there are six sonnets. Four of the six are
written in the Italian form, and two in the Shakespearian.
Her handling of the Shakespearian sonnet is more successful
than her handling of the Italian form perhaps. At any event,
she already shows original skill in the treatment of the con-
cluding couplet.
7/e must not neglect, moreover, to mention the two poems
in ; enascence which foretell Miss Millay's experimental tech-
4) Ibid., p. 53, Song One from "Three Song! of Shattering"
5^ Ibid., p. 55, "The Shroud".
s•
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nique most plainly. They are "Sorrow", and "God's V/orld".
Here we have originality. Shall we turn to these poems and
examine them.
Both poems are brief. Both foretell her characteristic
interest in varied line lengths. Both show experimentation
with rhyme scheme.
"Sorrow* reads:
"Sorrow like a ceaseless rain
Beats upon my heart.
People twist and scream in pain,--
Dawn will find them still again;
This has neither wax nor wane,
Feither stop nor start.
People dress and go to town;
I sit in my chair.
All my thoughts are slow and brown:
Standing up or sitting down
Little matters, or what gown
Or what shoes I wear."
Here we have a poem as "slow and brown" as the thought I
How does the technique give the piece its slowness and
monotony? In two ways: in line length and repeated rhyme.
We will look at the line lengiii first.
Eight of the twelve lines in the poem are tetrameter lines
But notice the second a.nd sixth lines of each stanza; they are
shortened to trimeter. It is in that shortening the retarded,
conclusive effect is produced.
What gives it the intended monotony?
6^ Ibid.
, p. 43, "Sorrow".
7) Ibid., p. "O, "God's ¥orld".
•i
Look at the rhyme scheme.
The entire poem is rhymed about four sounds. Each stanza
has four out of six lines in one rhyme! The solid block of
identical rhyme in the center of each stanza establishes the
tone.
Here, then, we have the clever beginning of a consciously
artistic technique.
"God^ Y.rorld" is the other poem in the volume which an-
ticipates Miss Killay's originality in form, line length and
rhyme. It reads:
"C world, I cannot hold thee close enough!
Thy winds, thy wide grey skies J
Thy mists, that roll and rise!
Thy woods, this autumn day, that ache and sag
And all but cry with col our i That gaunt crag
To crushi To lift the lean of that black bluff
J
World, World, I cannot get thee close enough!
Long have I known a glory in it all,
But never knew I this;
Here such a passion is
As stretcheth me apart , --Lord , I do fear
Thou'st made the world too beautiful this year;
lv!y soul is all but out of me, --let fall
LTo burning leaf; r^rithee, let no bird call." (8)
Here we have a "breathless awe" a,nd "a hunger for beauty
9
so intense that no delight can appease it." What causes
this intensity and this breathlessness? Once again the answer
is line length and rhyme scheme.
3) Ibid., p. 40, "God's Torld".
9) Untermeyer, Louis. Modern American Poetry.
p. 633.
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Why, one asks, does a similar use of line length and
rhyme cause slowness at one time and rapidity or breathless-
ness at another? Shall we investigate.
In "God's "Vorld", as in "Sorrow", we have a pattern of
long and short lines. In "God's "Vorld", however, the main
line length is pentameter rather than tetrameter. When we go
from the longer rhythm of the latter poem into its several
trimeter lines we have a livelier transition. This, for one
thing, speeds the poem up.
There are other reasons why the poem hurries.
The rhyme scheme helps the movement tremendously.
We find repetitive rhyme in "both "Sorrow" and "God's
World", but in "God's World" the rhymes come in couplet
arrangement, and not in the triple, slow, block form that
retards "Sorrow". In the more rapid poem each stanza is
built about three rhymes instead of two. Also, the rhymes
alternate in appearance, giving the lightness of variety.
Vowel quality heltis much to make "God's "'"orld" full of
" br e athl ess aw e "
.
The first stanza of the poem gives the breathlessness.
It employs short summary tones: "enough", "bluff", "skies",
"rise". H"oi an end word finishes in a liquid sound.
The last stanza of the poem contributes the "awe".
Here we have the persisting sounds of "fear" and "year", and
the liquid quality of "all", "fall", and "call".
cr
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Perhaps the greatest aid to haste in the poem, however,
is its use of the rising, progressive Iambic foot. In the
slow poem, "Sorrow" , we find the falling Trochee.
Eefore leaving our treatment of Miss Mill ay's first vol-
ume, we should mention the appearance of a tone which is to
show again in her later work. 'We refer to the "ballad tone
10
and almost Celtic fancy of "Tavern", which develops later in
11
"The Ballad of the Harp-7/eaver"
.
"Tavern" sings:
"I'll keep a little tavern
Below the high hill's crest,
Wherein all grey-eyed people
May set them down and rest.
•
There ahall be plates a-plenty,
And mugs to melt the chill
Of all the grey-eyed people
Who happen up the hill.
There sound will sleep the traveller,
And dream his journey's end,
But I trill rouse at midnight
The falling fire to tend.
Aye, 'tis a curious fancy--
But ;ill the Tood I know
"Was taught me out of two grey eyes
A long time 3.go."
There is almost a Welsh wonder in the lines.
There is, too, a delightful ability to "sing".
As Miss Millay's poetry progresses, she uses the lyric all
%
too seldom.
ln ) miile*y Edna. oo. cit.
, p. 44, "Tavern".
11) jtillo-y, The Haxs-Weaver and Other Poems.
New York! TTa.rppr ar\A Rfn+TnoT-o iqoa

One thing else s&ould be mentioned "before we leave
Renascence , and that is the presence, in the volume, of poems
7/hich prepare us for Miss Millay f s characteristic and origins.1
use of detail.
In "Interim" Miss Millay shows an almost psychological
interest in the minute, --in the mention of little things.
3y considering the common under great emotional stress she
heightens the sense of tragedy.
Consider these lines:
" When you were gone
Forever from the room perhaps that chair,
Stirred by your movement, rocked a little while,
Silently, to an fro . . . . " (12)
Sut now we conclude our study of Miss Millay's first
volume.
",'e recall her progress from a skillful use of simple form
to her experiments with rhyme pattern and the dramatic line
division. We see how comfortably she works in the quatrain
form, and anticipate her sonnets and blank verse to come.
We quote, in passing to her later work , a sonnet which
12^ j£illay, Edna. Renascence . p. 18, "Interim".
*(
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foretells maturity:
"If I should learn, in some quite casual way,
That you were gone, not to return again-
Read from the back-page of a paper, say,
Held by a neighbor in 3 subway train,
How at the corner of this avenue
And such a street (so are the papiers filled)
A hurrying man--who happened to be you--
At noon to-day had happened to be killed,
I should not cry aloud— I could not cry
Aloud, or v/ring my hands in such a place--
I should but v/atch the atation lights rush by
With a more careful interest on my face,
Or raise my eyes and read with greater care 1'
Y/here to store furs and how to treat the hair."
Ibid.
, p. 72 , Sonnet V.

Hiss Millay 1 s second volume of verse made its first
14
appearance in 1920 under the title A Few Figs from Thistles .
The book came out of the excited pont-war period, and
reflects the Miss Millay of the Greenwich Village era.
Untermeyer says the volume "Is her least commendable
performance" and that it is full of "self-conscious flip-
pancies" in which she has "exchanged her -noetic birthright
15
for a mess of cleverness".
There is much of truth in what he says , for there is a
smart sophistication in the poetry of this collection which is
unique, lacking the depth of the sophistication of her later
years. However, we feel there is an underlying sincerity in
this work, which the flippancy only masks. Such is often the
case with youth.
We turn to the volume.
The form which some of the poems take is very simple,
we see, as we read "First Fig":
"My candle burns at both ends;
It -/rill not last the night;
But ah, my foes, and oh, my firends--
It gives a lovely light i" (16)
14) Millay, Edna. A Few Figs from Thistles .
lie.- York: Harper and Brothers, 1920.
15) Untermeyer, Louis. Modern American Poetry , p. 633.
.16) Millay, Edna. op. cit.
, p. 1, "First Fig". •

Notice the set-up of "Second Fig":
"Safe upon the solid rock the ugly houses stand: 17
Come and see my shining palace "built upon the sandj"
In "First Fig" we have the quatrain again, and in "Second
Fig" we have it also, if we recognize it in couplet disguise!
The conventional sonnet form likewise persists. Once
more Kiss Killay's use of the Shakespearian sonnet is happy.
Originality in A Few Fi.qs from Thistles lies in a very new
interest in verse form.
In many of the poems in the volume, Miss Mi11 ay no longer
perfects ot reworks conventional forms in unusual ways of
rhyme or line length treatment, cut she frees her verse forms
to suit her will, and approaches a spirited free verse.
Her strength in the freer form is apt to be almost mascu-
line. Fo+ ice the following, ' which carries something of the
stark prosiness of a placard. It is called "The Frisoner":
"All right.
Go ahead!
What 1 s in a name?
I gue^s I'll be locked into
As much as I'm locked out of!" (18)
One cannot say the poem was meant to be written in a
conventional form and fell short of it, as some say of Emily
Dickinson's work*
Though the volume is a very slim one of only thirty- two
pages, still there are hints in it of a great new originality
I*) Ibid.: p . 1, "Second Fig*.
l a ^ Ibid., p. 14, The Prisoner".
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in rhythm.
The interest in rhythm " rhich appears in A Feg Figa from
Thistles is to have a startling career. Shall we treat it here
in its initial apcearance. The poem we shall use as an example
of this almost musical rhythm is "Recuerdo" . The rhymes of the
poem are very common, "but see the hound of the linesi It is
the poem of the first Armistice Fight, and has a rhythm which
is quite unforgettable, and makes one think of the glorious
19
rhythm of Alfred I'Toyes 1 song about ehe Barrel-Organ!
We quote "Recuerdo" entire:
MWe were very tired, we were very merry--
We had gone back and forth all night on the ferry.
It was bare and bright, and smelled like a stable-
But we looked into a fire, we leaned across a table,
We lay on the hill-top underneath the moon;
And the .histles kept blowing, and the dawn came soon.
We were very tired, we were very merry--
We had gone back and forth all night on the ferry;
And you ate an apple, and I ate a pear,
From a dozen each we had bought somewhere;
And the sky went wan, and the wind came cold,
And the sun rose dripping, a bucketful of gold.
We were very tired, we were very merry
,
We had gone back and forth all night on the ferry.
We hailed, 'Goodmorrow, motheri 1 to a shawl-covered hea
And bought a morning paner , v/hich neither of us read;
And she wept, f God bless youj • for the apples and the pfars
,
And we gave her all our monev but our subway fares."
(20)
','hat Lliss Millay is _;oing to do with her extraordinary feeling
"or cadence will show very soon in our study.
19) lloyes, Alfred. The Earr el - Organ .
20) Itillay, Edna. op. cit.
, p. 2, "Recuerdo".
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7/hat Kisa Killay can do in portrait painting is seen also
in A ?ev.r Figs from Thistles . Perhaps there are few poets with
a more marked ability to color the page on which they write.
In a later volume, we shall see Miss Millay's pictorial skill
at its height, "but in leaving the little, early volume we are
now considering, v/e must not fail to mention the delight we fixjd
in "Portrait "by a Neighbor". Her use of ordinary words works
a peculiar beauty. T/e quote:
"Before she has her floor swept
Or her dishes done,
Any day you'll find her
A- sunning in the sun.1
It's long after midnight
Her key's in the lock,
And you never see her chimney smoke
Till past ten o'clock!
She digs in her garden
With a shovel and a sijoon,
She weeds her lazy lettuce
By the li ;ht of the moon.
She walks up the walk
Like a woman in a dream,
She forgets she borrowed butter
And pays you back cream!
Her lawn looks like a meadow,
And if she mows the place
She leaves the clover standing
And the Queen Anne's lace J" (21)
21) Ibid., p. 20, "Portrait by a Neighbor".

Miss Millay's third volume appeared in 1921.
22
It was called Second April , and in it we have "ecstasy
23
articulate and almost tangible*"
It is the poetry of Miss Millay's developing originality.
Of it Untermeyer says " Second April .... is a return
24
to the triumph of her first hook". It has a "dignity, almost
25
an austerity of emotion. "
In both tone and technique, Second April is different
from her earlier work. It is more versatile, technically,
and more substantial emotionally.
Experimentation marks the technique of the volume.
The poet is seeking for more effective ways in which to
express her thought. There are, consequently, new treatments
of form, new rhyme and rhythm schemes, and, above all, an
extraordinary development of aadence.
We shall begin b/ considering the verse forms of this
book. We shall consider the forms which are introduced or
freshly developed here,
wliile we find no Celtic ballads, such as "Tavern", we
do find Song,
Perhaps nowhere more beautifully or skillfully does
Miss Millay develop the Song than in "Memorial to D. C".
22) Millay, Edna. Second A^ril
.
ITev York: Mitchell Kennerley, 1921.
23, 24, & 25^ Untermeyer, Louis. op. cit.
, p. 633.

We illustrate with "Epitaph". Here once again, as m her
earliest worlq, "Renascence", simplicity is strength.
"Heap not on this mound
Roses that she loved so well;
Why bewilder her with roses,
That she cannot see or smell?
She is happy where she lies
With the dust upon her eyes." (26)
Miss Hillay uses the rhymed couplet with as great success
in her short pieces as in her Shakespearian sonnets.
I o of the other little Song-odes in the Memorial ahow
"iss Millay moved too deeply for sophistication. These poems
27 2d
are "Prayer to Persephone", and "Chorus".
There is an ori inai note of classic restraint in "Chorus"
"Cive away her gowns,
G-ive away her shoes
;
She has no more use
Tor her frc wrant jowns;
Take them ail down,
Blue, green, blue,
Lilac, pink, blue
,
Prom their padded hangers;
She will dance no i ore
In her narrow shoes;
Sweep her narrow shoes
Prom the closet floor."
26) Millay, Edna. op. cit., p. 39, "Epitaph".
27) Ibid., p. 90, "Prayer to Persephone".
28) Ibid., p. 91, "Chorus".

Besides a treatment of the Song, there is a treatment of
free verse in this volume which carries on the tone of "The
29
Prisoner" at greater length. The particular poem we refer to
30
is "Lament". In "Lament" Miss I£illay touches upon a res.lism
ich is the result, mechanically , of a strong feeling for
appropriate line ]£ ngth and rhythm.
The poem reads:
"Listen, children:
Your father is dead.
From his old coats
I •11 make you little jackets;
I'll r.cake you little trousers
From his old pants.
There'll be in his pockets
Things he used to put there,
Keys and pennies
Covered with tobacco;
Dan shall have the pennies
To save in his bank;
Anne shall have the keys
To make a pretty noise with.
Life must go on,
And the dead be forgotten;
Life mu3t go on,
Though good men die;
Anne, eat your breakfast;
Dan, take your medicine;
Life must go on;
I forget just why." (31)
In addition to the new interest in free verse technique,
Hiss Hill ay shows a new interest in rhyme and rhyme schemes.
In this volume for the first time she uses a type of approxi-
mate feminine rhyme, in which the final syllables are the same
29) Allay, Edna. A Few "Fi"s f rorr: Thistles
, p. 14.
3^ Se 31) Millay, Edna. Second April
, p. 6',, "Lament".
•
but "both the vowel and consonant of the accented first syllabi 3
are different.
Miss Millay' s approximate rhymes are similar to Emily
Disking on 'a in their repetition of like consonant sounds.
Miss Millay's "rhymes", however, are more agreeable because of
a musical kinship betv/een the vov/el tones use- which is not
always present in Emily Dickinson's rhymes.
If we recall Miss Dickinson's rhyming of "noon" and
32
"crown", and then ouote Miss Millay's usage of the deadened
33
sounds of "cluttered" with "spattered" , "withered" with
34 35
"gathered", or "hunters" with "winter's" we will notice
the distinctive difference,
Y/hen we turn to a consideration of the unusual in rhyme
scheme we certainly find it in this volume J
In one poem of sixteen lines Miss Mill ay works out a plan
of rhyme which, had it a confining sustained pattern, would
vie with many old French forms in intricacy.
The poem follows here. We mark the rhyme pattern that
the reader may see Miss Millay f s peculiar use of the couplet
32) Dickinson, Emily. Complete Poems of , --p. 181, #1.
33) Millay, Edna. Second April , p. *1 , "The Poet and
His Book".
34* Ibid., p. o9, "The Poet and His Book".
35) Ibid., p. 44, "The Poet and His Book".
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and her harking-back to her initial rhyme.
"Doubt no inore that Oberon-- a
ITever doubt that Pan b
Lived, and played a reed, and ran b
After nymphs in s. dark forest, c
In the merry, credulous days,-- d
Lived, and led a fairy band e.
Over the indulgent land J e
Ah, for in this dourest, sorest c
Age man's eye has locked upon, a
Death to fauns and death to fays, d
Still the dog-wood dares to raise-- d
Healthy tree, with trunk and root-- f
Ivory bowls that bear no fruit, f
And the starlings and the jays-- d
Birds that cannot even sing-- g
Dare to come again in springl" (36) g
Throughout the volume there is a growing power in word
technique, peculiar to Miss Millay, hich has still to reach
its height.
Who will forget how " . . . . the white wisteria 3
Fastens its fingers in the strangling wall . . . "?
In spite of our interest in the rhymes , forms and words
of Second April i we must admit a greater interest in Miss
Millay 1 s most unusual quality of technique, cadence.
Cadence is, of course, closely akin to rhythm and line
lBngth, and we have seen Miss Millay interested in these thin
38
before. In the Ode To Silence
,
however, .we have such a
cadence study as we ccn find .nowhere else in Miss Millay 1 s
work, 7/e turn to the Ode.
36) I Did*., p. 62, "Doubt Ho More That Oberon"
37^ Ibid., p. 79, "Ode To Silence".

It is much too long to ^ive word for word, though we
wish we could print it so. " T e will try, however, to give
an idea of the exceptional music of this technique which
is LTiss Millay's signal development.
The Ode may he likened in form and tone to the Greek
Choric Songs. Indeed, it has an antique air, such as we
39
first caught in "Chorus". Here the classic mood is sus-
tained and developed.
The Ode is the chanted search of a soul after "Grave
40 41
Silence", "Your other sister and my other soul", whom,
42
"once departed", "evermore I follow wistfully".
The poem is a wandering through all Time, --the realms
of the living: and the dead, --after that paradoxical sound
which, "by sheer perfectness, will dissolve itself into
Silence.
The poem was written, we believe, for its music alone.
It is a complete melody, --as sensuous as the melody of
Swinburne ,-- and meant to "be read aloud. The thought is of
minor importance, the music "being all.
33) Ibid., p. 91, "Chorus".
40) Ibid. , p. 70, "Ode To Silence".
41 & 42) loc. cit.

The search, which is the Ode, is song itself.
It has in it much of the other-worldly r/.usic so native
to Tennyson.
Such a passage as the following from Killay's Ode
might well remind us of the English poet's "Choric Song":
"The red anemone that with no sound
Moves in the wind, and from another wound
That sprang, the heavily-sweet "blue hyacinth,
That "blossoms underground,
And sallow poppies, well "be dea.r to her.
And will not Silence know
In the black shade of what obsidian steep
Stiffens the white narcissus numb with sleep?" (43)
We remember Tennyson's song:
"Here are cool mosses deep,
And thro' the moss the ivies creep,
And in the stream the long-leaved flowers weep,
And from the craggy ledge the poppy hangs in sleep."
( 44
)
There is an emotional progression in the "Ode To Silence",
wrought by a careful technique in line length and rhythm,
which makes the piece much like a musical composition.
The Ode begins with the staccsto of the. initial search.
As the search progresses we have longer lines, alternat-
ing carefully with short ones. Each new passege of the quest
has a minor crescendo and diminuendo of its own, subordinate
to the sv/eep of the entire composition. We go eagerly down
one avenue and another, hoping against hope to reach the end
of our quest. The excitement grows I The lines are 3hort
43) Ibid., p. 73, "Ode To Silence".
44) Tennyson, Alfred, Lord. Song of the Lotus -Eaters ,
1i
and breathless* But v/hen we find there is no achievement,
the emotion falls into longer rhythms, and trails away,
frustrated.
At last come the impatient and despairing appeal to
45
Euterpe, the Muse of Music, that she guide the seeker to
her goal. Euterpe speaks. Short, certain phrases come.
There is reassurance! The seeker was nearer the goal than
he knew! The goal is Ohlivionl Caught up in the hope, the
poem swells in exultation I
Then the thought of the grert reunion with the lost
Beloved, Silence, fills the searcher, and draws the music
into a strange muted calm. The thought of the great joy
to come gains uron the senses ,-- overcomes them, at Last
and in cr.e last, careless, e: rultant shout the poem achieves
Silence.
The Ode is done.
46
Miss Millay' s next volume of verse was The Harp - ~,7eaver .
It appeared in 1924.
In The Harp -7/eavcr Mr. Untermeyer finds a touch of
47
••"bitterness" in addition to the austerity of the previous
48
volume. Here Miss Millay says "Love .... is not enough".
4^) Millay, Edna. op. alt., p. 31, "Ode To Silence".
46) Millay, Edna. The Harp -T/'eaver and Other Poems.
Few York: Harper and Brothers, 1924.
4 r/ & 48^ Untermeyer, Louis. op. cit.
, p. 634.

The carelessness of A ?ew ?igs fro: Thistles has £one. This
49
fourth volume is pitched in a new key.
In the volume there is experimentation in verse form,
"but it is alon-j lines Kiss Millay has followed before, so we
are not much concerned.
77e must turn to other aspects of her technique in this
collection to find new evidences of originality.
Before we turn away from form, however, it will "be in-
teresting to notice her absolute arrival at free verse.
.We quote a poem, almost a paragraph in form:
Memory of Cape Cod
"The wind in the ash-tree sounds like surf on the
- shore at Truro.
I will shut my eyes . . . hush, be still with your
silly bleating, sheep on Shillingstone Hill . • •
They said: Come along! They said: Leave your
pebbles on the sand and come along, it's long after
sunset I
The mosquitoes will be thick in the pine-woods along
by Long ^ook, the wind's died down.'
They said: Leave your pebbles on the sand, and your
shells, too, and come along, we'll find you another
u : ^
v
_ i '. : : w V.eEch it Truro.
Let me listen to wind in the ash ... it sounds like
surf on the shore. 15 (50)
Perhaps we could well say that it is not experimentation
49) Untermeyer, Louis. Modern American Poetry , p. 634.
50) ItLllay , Edna. The Harp-7/eaver and Other Poems
, p. 46
-
64
which makes the originality in this volume, but the develop-
ment of conventional techniques. We refer to the "ballad and
sonnet techniques in particular. The stage of development at
which we find "both traditional forms in this book is remark-
able.
We turn first to a consideration of Miss Millay *s unique
ballad technique.
Kiss Millay returns to indulge an almost Celtic fancy in
51
her poem which won the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry in 1922,
"The Ballad of the Harp-Weaver".
Where does Miss Millay get her Celtic spirit? Where does
she find her technique for such a successful handling of the
ballad form? Y/e don't know, but wish we knew. There must be
something of the "Leprechaun" in her after all J
"The Ballad of the Harp-Y/eaver"
, like that other poem
which we most wanted to quote, --"Ode To Silence",— is too long
to reprint v/ord for word. We shall quote just three stanza.s
,
the first three, hoping that the lilt will carry through the
suggestion:
"'Son 1
,
said my mother,
When I was knee-high,
•You've need of clothes to cover you,
And not a rag have I.
1
5i) Untermeyer, Louis, op. cit. , p. 634.

"'There's nothing in the house
To make a "boy breeches
,
Nor shears to cut a cloth with
Nor thread to take stitches.
"•There's nothing in the house
But a loaf-end of rye,
And a harp with a woman's head
Nobody will buy,'
And 6he beg^n to cry." (52)
In the Ballad quoted there is too much of a sophisticated
artistry of pattern and phrase- turning to mark it as approach-
ing the folk form. Rather it is a cleverly done artistic
ballad, with a fine carelessness for exact rhyme, etc., which
characterized the conmyunal ballad long ago.
It is Miss Millay's work with the sonnet, however, v/hich
is most remarkable in this collection of poems.
Of the sonnets in the volume, Untermeyer has said "Twenty.)
two .... are not only representative of Lliss Llillay's best,
53
but are among the finest modern examples of the form".
7/e look at the sonnets
,
and find eight of them written
in the Shakespearian form. Their theme, without exception is
base on the brevity of love, the mercilessness of death, and
and the death which comes when love passes away. She believes
with all her heart that
54
"Death devours all lovely things",
even as she said in earlier songs, but her attitude now is thai
52) Uillay, Edna. The ballad of the HarT - Veaver and
Other Poems . p. 29.
53) Untermeyer, Louis. op. cit.
, p. 634.
54) Millar. Tiding.. l£gil
, p . ^9, "F-^pr :.'nrtuuo 3)at»

perhaps there is a loveliness deeper than any man has yet foun I
She has not attained to it. That is her "bitterness.
Perhaps her most perfect sonnet of the series speaks of
that greater Beauty. We quote it her:
"Euclid alone has locked on Beauty "bare.
Let all who prate of Beauty hold t?ieir peace,
And lay them prone up oil the earth and cease
To ponder on themselves, the while they stare
At nothing, intricately drawn nowhere
In shapes of shifting lineage; let geese
Grabble and hiss , but heroes seek release
From dusty bondage into luminous air.
blinding hour, holy, terrible day,
Then first the shaft into his vision shone
Of light anatomized I Euclid alone
Has looked on Eeauty bare. Fortunate they
Ifho
,
though once only and then but far away,
Have heard her massive sandal set on stone." (55)
Tart Five of the volume is made up of the Sonnet Sequence
"Sonnets from an Ungrafted Tree". Miss Mill ay has never been
more realist than in those sonnets. There we find a psycholog-
ical "stream of consciousness" interest in a theme which Miss
Mlllay treats by means of her unusual detailed technique.
The interest in detail to heighten emotional effect began
in her earliest poems ,--notably in "Interim". We saw it develop,
Here it reaches its ultimate expression.
There is a strcined neurotic tone in every mention of the
commonplace. There is a descriptive quality here which is un-
forgettable.
55) Millay, Edna. The Harp-Weavei and Other Poems .
p. 707^7X11.
(
57
i
•
From the standpoint of tone they are unusual, we see.
Prom the standpoint of technique they are also unusual.
The regular number of lines essential to a pure sonnet is
maintained, but the rhyme scheme is most extraordinary.
Esch sonnet cf the seventeen in the Sequence rhymes in the
pattern abafccdcdeffeggJ We call the rhyme scheme the "egg"
rhyme I
Another irregularity Miss Millay has developed here is
the varied line length of the fourteenth line of each sonnet.
In the last line she consistently increases the line length to
heptameterJ A most peculiar effect is achieved.
The sonnets ore definitely narrative. We quote one "by way
5
of illustration of all. It is the first sonnet of the Sequence:
"So she came back into his house again
And watched beside his bed until he died,
Loving him not at all. The winter rain
Splashed in the painted butter- tub outside,
Where once her red geraniums had stood,
"There still their rotted stalks were to be seen;
The thin log snapped; and she went out for wood,
Bareheaded, running the few steps between
The house and shed; there, from the sodden eav^s
Blown back and forth on ragged ends of twine,
Saw the dejected creeping- j inny vine,
(And one, big-aproned, blithe, with stiff blue
sleeves
Rolled to the shoulder that warm day in spring,
Who planted seeds, musing ahead to their far
blossoming J
"
So we leave the collection, The Harp-Weave^ , recalling a
ncv; note of feverishness in the poetry, --a poor substitute for
56) Ibid., p. 73, Sonnet I.
5
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57
"fervor". V. e recall, too, a vivid imagery. Who, having
58
heard of "a flat spry corrja lescent kiss", can forget? 77ho
,
59
having "been led to look upon "the "broad estates of Death",
fails to remember?
Perhaps the two years of intensive study necessary for
the writing of the libretto for The Kind's Henchn.an did dis-
cipline Hiss Millay's technique. At any event, it seems to
60
have made her "technique conscious", for the fifth volume of
her poetry, which appeared in 1928, proved to be a more dis-
ciplined volume than any other she had published. It was en-
61
titled The Buck in the Snow and Other Poems.
In regard to this book, we have the curious comment of
Edgar Mclnnis, who, writing in August, 1931, said that in
6?
The Buck in the Snow "Experimental verse is suddenly abandoned" I
57) Davison, Edward. "Edna St. Vincent I/Iillay".
The English Journal, ITovember , 19£
58) llillay, Edna. op. cit.
, p. 63, Sonnet XV.
59) Ibid., p. 63, Sonnet XIV.
60) Parks, Edd Winfield. "Edna St. Vincent Millay"
.
S ev/an e e Rev i ew , January , 1930.
61) Killay, Edna. Trie Buck in the Snow and Other Poems.
Hew York: Harper and Brothers, 1923.
62) Mclnnis, Edgar. "Edna St. Vincent Millay".
The Canadian Eorum, August, 1931.
7.
• t
If his statement were entirely justified, then we would
have reason to conclude our paper at once.
Instead, to the writer, The Buck in the Snow s ems to
contain some of the more technically interesting,— if net the
most wayward, --evidences of Miss Millay's originality. In this
volume her experimental technique is consciously disciplined,
end, as a result, develops richly. There is a greater flexi-
63
"bility here than elsewhere in her poetry.
Chief original elements in the volume are found in experi-
ment with line length, rhymeless cadence, cadence with occasioral
rhyme, and rhyme for rhyme's sake.
We consider line length first.
The old short line Miss llllla.y has used so much is still
present, appearing in the first poem in the book, l,l£oriturue w «
^ve arc net interested in the short line, however, as much as w«
are in another characteristic of "Moriturus" : the first twenty-
eight lines, written in uatrain form, dimeter length, make only
one sentence! Rather extraordinary.
The poem gains speed and emotion by falling into triple
feet. The rhythm is frenzied, irre-rular,
55
The "Dirge Without Music" is carried by a line longer
than one generally sees in poetry today. This unusual line
Go) Parks, Edd Winfield. op. cit.
64) Millay, Edna. op. cit., p. 3, "Moriturus
"
65) Ibid., p. 43, "Dirge Without Music".

length is characteristic of many poems in The Buck in the Snow .
"e quote the last line of the poem that the lengths to
which Miss Millay has gone may "be appreciated;
iij.tlore precious was the light in your eyes than all
the roses of the world".
JO
0rioinal, too, is the poem"".;"ine from these Grapes".
The poem begins with a ionQ line of pentameter length.
The lines grow shorter as the poem proceeds, and the last of th
eighteen lines in the poem is composed of just one foot'
There is cadence in "Vine from these Grapes", and occasional
rhyme
.
Another poem which uses rhyme at pleasure, and shows a
great interest in cadence for its suggestive value, is "The
67
Bobolink" • It has something of the quality of "The Tavern".
The line lengths vary widely, and there is a set-up of
the poem or the pa^e which, because of run-on lines, makes one
remember E. B. Cummings.
There is something else of great interest in "The Bobolink
If one lOwks carefully one will find three lines of imagery
suggestive of the Japanese hokku in their beauty. They are
"Only the bobolink on the rainy
Rhubarb blossom,
Knows my heart." (60)
6c) Millay, Ldna. op. cit.
, p. 35, "nine fro*:, these Crap
67) Ibid., p. 12, "The Bobolink".
68) loc. cit.
es 1

I£any poems in the volume would "be free verse except for
an occasional use cf rhymed lines which create a hybrid form.
There are, in the collection, poems which are written for
cadence alone, it would seem, which suddenly draw in a rhymed
70
pair of lines. The following is 3. sample:
"There at dusk I found you, walking and weeping
Upon the "broken flags,
"There at dusk the dumb white nicotine awakes and
utters her fragrance
In a garden sleeping.
Looking askance you said:
Love is dead . . . .
"
71
"Lethe", whose title suggests its classic tone, combines
the three chief technical interests of the volume , --line length
cadence and rhyme. In "Lethe" the peculiar classic quality of
the "Ode To Silence" is recaptured somewhat.
The poem ends
"Immerse the dream.
Drench the kiss.
Dip the song in the stream".
There is another peculiar interest in this particular
volume, --the interest in rhyme for rhyme f s sake alone.
It would "be very hard to look at such a poem as "The
72
Hawkweed" and say Kiss Mil lay experimented little in the
collection!
69) Ibid., p. 22, an example: "Being Young and Green".
70) Ibid., p. 20, "There at Dusk I found You".
71) Ibid., p. 56, "Lethe".
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For one thing, the rhyme scheme of "The Hawkweed" is quite
unusual. The poeir is made up of three quatrain stanzas, rhyming
in the order abaa, cdcc, efee, alternating with one three-line
and two two-line stanzas rhyming in accord vi-th the second line
of the stanza which they follow]
This certainly needs illustrat i on I We quote:
"Between the red-top and the rye,
Between the "buckwheat and the corn,
The ploughman sees with sullen eye
The hawkweed licking at the sky:
Three level acres all forlorn,
Unfertile, sour, outrun, outworn,
Free as the day that they were born.
Southward and northward, yre nd east,
The sulphate and the lime are spread;
Harrowed and sweetened, urge"', increased,
The furrow sprouts for man and beast:
While of the hawkweed 1 s radiant head
Ho stanchion reeks , no stock is fed.
Triumphant up the taken field
The tractor and the plough adrance;
Blest be the healthy germ concealed
In the rich eartn, and blest the yield:
And blest be Beauty, that enchants
The frail, the solitary lance."
73
Another poem, "V.inter Uight" , is evidently a purely
technical stunt. It is an interesting spiritless example of
the use of four three-line stanzas, each stanza with one rhyme.
Within the lines one finds repetition of similar vowel tones,
and alliteration. We illustrate with two lines from the poem:
7"*) Ibid., p. 48. "Winter ITight".
!
"Sawing and drawing wood to the dwelling
For the night of talk and story-telling." (74)
In "Counting- out Rhyme" we have titled experiment.1
Te quote it for the benefit of those who say experiment
is dead in The Buck in the Snow :
"Silver hark of "beech, and sallow
Bark of yellow "birch and yellow
Twig of willow.
Stripe of green in moosewood maple,
Colour seer, in lei.f of apple,
Bark of popple.
Wood of popple Dttle as moonbeam,
Wood of oak for yoke and barn- beam,
T
.'ood of hornbeam.
Silver bark of beech, and hollow
Stem of elder, tall and yellow
Twig of willow" . ( 75
)
The approximate rhyming of similar concluding vowel tones
i*nd the internal repetition in successive lines of similar and
identical vowel values, is interesting. Alliteration is tried
extensively. The stanzas intertwine, V.'e find, however, no
life. It iz just a demonstration, and we leave it at that.
76
In "The Buck in the Snow", the title poem of the volume,
we iiave a poem so remarka/ble in its imagery that it captures
the reader at once. Miss Millay has never used more vivid or
sensuous imagery. The volume is rightly named.
74) Ibid., p. 48, "Winter Night*.
75) Ibid., p. 50, "Counting- cut Rhyme".
76) Ibid., p. "The Buck in the Sno*".

"The Puck in the Snow" is a picture of scarlet on white,
of blood on snow. It is, also, a piece of consummate artistry
which, far from demons trutins its mechanics, hides them, in
perfection. It is so skillfully done that v;e are r.ct aware
how the result was achieved until after ;aany readings
.
The technioue is exquisite and original.
77
We quote the ^ocin:
"white sk., , over the herilocks bowed with snow,
Saw you not at the beginning of evening the antlered
buck and his doe
Standing in the apple- orchard? I saw them. I saw
them suddenly go.
Tails VLUjf with lon leaps lovely and slow,
Over the btone-wall into the wood of hen-locks
bowed with snow.
Now lies he here, his wild blood scalding the snow.
How strange a thing is death, bringin^ to his knees,
bringing to his antlers
The buck in the snow.
How strange a thing,--a mile away by now, it may be,
Under the heavy hemlocks that as the moments pass
Shift their loads a little, letting fall a feather of
now—
Life, looking out attentive from the eyes of the doe."
Here is a ^oem of twelve lines.
Zhe picture is so vivid that perhaps we have not noticed
that eight of the twelve lines are rhymed on four sounds.1
Take any line, and notice the flowing vowel music.
Consider the "long leaps lovely and slow", . . . Eark the
alliteration.
77) Ibid

In all of the lines notice the wonderment of tone.
The central line of the poem presents resentment and
"bitterness and regret.
Yet, for all its careful technique, the poem seems simple.
Perhaps, as has "been said, the greatest art seems simplest
This fifth volume of Miss Millay 1 s work ends, character-
istically, in sonnets. These few sonnets show a different
Hiss Millay. Apart from technique, they show the same fire
and strength, but the fire and strength are differently jiirect-
ed. There is still "bitter comment on the injustices of life
and the inevitability of death, but there is an impassioned
will to believe, --a new note of faith replacing utter despair.
Now Miss Millay says:
"Death is our master , --but his seat is shaken;
He rides victori ous , --but his ranks are thinned." (78
She goes deeper than before into the problems of life.
It may be, she says, that
"Earth 1 s fiery core alone can feed the bough
That hlooms between Orion and the Plough". (79)
It will be recalled from our biographical sketch of Miss
Millay that at one time she was caught up in a great revolt
against that which she considered social injustice. Once again
in The Bu c.z ' th
e
Snow, she martials all her powers of bitter-
73) Ibid., p. 63, Sonnet.
79) Ibid., p. 64, Sonnet.
c
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ness , and pours it out against the indifferent world in her
s onn e t
To Jesu on His birthday
"^or this your mother sweated in the cold,
For this you "bled upon the bitter tree:
A yard of tinsel ribbon bought and sold;
A paper wreath; a day at home for me.
The merry bells ring out, the people kneel;
Up goes the man of God before the crowd;
With voice of honey and with eyes of steel
He drones your humble gospel to the proud.
Uobody listens. Less than the wind that blows
Are all your words to us you died to save.
Frince of Peace! Sharon's dewy Rose I
How mute you lie within your vaulted gravel
The stone the angel rolled away with tears
Is back upon your mouth these thousand years." (80)
81
With Fatal Interview, which appeared in 19 31, we come to
the last of Miss Hillaj's published volumes to date. We come,
also, to the end of any material upon which we can base further
study of originality in technique, for in the volume there is
no experimentation*
Fatal Interview is made up of fifty- two sonnets, written
in the conventional Shakespearian form. In them her old inter-
est in experimentation gives way to interest in perfection.
The sonnets are masterly, but we find it exhausting to
read fifty- two such highly emotional poems consecutively.
.
Of these sonnets Hiss Iffillay says: "'When I finished
Fatal Interview I was exhausted. I was never away from the
30) xbid.
, p. 67, *To Jesus on His Birthday".
81) Llillay, Edna. Fatal Interview
, H. Y.
,
Harper^, 1931.

77
sonnets in my mind .... I hardly ever went to the piano.
3
Then I did it was a. thrilling change, like talcing a trip by sea
We, too, feel the burden the sonnets carry.
We wish she would .30 to the piano again, and create us a
rcusic, as she so 7/ell knows how.
In leaving ?atal Interview , we quote one sonnet,— the last
in the volume , --represent;? tive of the Shakespearian technique
33
and the emotional quality of the book:
"Oh, sleep forever in the Latmian cave,
Mortal Endymion, darling of the Moon!
Her silver garments by the senseless wave
Shouldered and dropped and on the shingle strewn,
Her fluttering hand against her forehead pressed,
Her scattered looks that trouble all the sky,
Her rapid footsteps running down the west--
Of all her altered state, oblivious lie!
Whom earthen you, by deathless lips adored,
Wild-eyed and stammering to the grasses thrust,
And deep into her crystal body poured
The hot and sorrowful sweetness of the dust:
"liereof she wanders mad, being all unfit
For mortal love, that might not die of it."
And so we leave Hiss Millay 1 s v/ork.
On the basis of her recent achievements, some make pre-
dictions for the future.
What may we expect from Kiss Millay?
Will she return to experimentation, or will she give her-
self to perfecting conventional forms? Will she become a great
poet, or will she slip from view by narrowing her range and
1 n
32) Beattv, Jerome. "The Story of Edna Ft. Vincent
Millay"
, The American Magazine
,
January
, 1932.
6?) Eillay, Edna. ?gtgi Interview
, p. 52 , Sonnet LII
c
singing when she has little to say?
Some feel she needs to curb her easy verse-making and
85
"rule it with a firmer head than before".
If this be true, and if the sonnet form exerts the neces-]
sary discipline, then Miss Millay is going down a profitable
pathway
•
At all events, "One feels that the key of her singing
has not been irrevocably set. Perhaps it never will be. For
she is a creature of moods and of quickly chan/ring emotions.
36
And she will sing her own songs in her own way."
84) Honroe, Harriet. "Advance or Retreat?"
Poetry
,
July, 319 33t*
851 Davison, Edward. "Edna St. Vincent Millay".
The English Journal
, November, 19^7.
36) Brenner, Hica. Ten Modern Poets, p. 31.

Ill
GOJTCLUSIOS
T
;,e "bring our study of the techniques of Emily Dickinson
and Edna St. Vincent Millay to an end.
V»
r
e have aimed throughout our study p. o to present the
poetry of each woman that the original and interesting element^
in her work might he discovered.
As we began our paper we considered the unusual life
backgrounds of Miss Millay and Hiss Dickinson, and then turned
to a treatment of the technique of the latter.
In our study of the technique of Emily Dickinson v/e
emphasized three original qualities of her poems:
(1) Their unusual word usage.
(2) Their brevity.
(3) Their peculiar rhyme s-nd rhythm.
We considered the work of Emily Dickinson as a whole.
When we turned to a study of the technique of Edna
St. Vincent Millay, v/e saw that a developmental treatment of h^jr
poetry i volume by volume, from Renascence through Fatal
Interview , was not only possible but pleasing, and so we
studied Miss Millay 1 s poetry in chronological order.

AO
In Miss T'illay*s work we noted, the first appearance and
continued development of unique technical interests.
Our chief concern in the study of Edna Mill ay 1 s work was
with her unusual experimentation in verse form, line lenght,
rhythm, rhyme, and Cadence.
There was continual mention of Hiss Millay's treatment
of the sonnet, and some predictions as to what might follow the
sonnets of "Fatal Interview .
In concluding our work we would call to mind once more
Emily Dickinson's great individuality in imagery, her "peculiar
telegraphic defiance" of grammar, her careless and careful
disregard for convention in rhyme and formal "brevity, a.nd her
emotionally prompted rhythms.
Miss Millay^ v;ork remains in our minds for its vivid
imase^'', -especially that of "Euck in the Snow", --and its
unique tonal composition, "Ode To Silence*. We remember her
persistent interest in line-length.
'.That Emily Dickinson's poetry has given us leaves us
silent, wondering, or ecstatic.
Shat Edna Killay has given us interests us tremendously,
and when we think of what she may do in the future have
but "wild surmise".
67^ Auslander, JoseT)2i, and
Hill, ?rank Ernest.
The Wing
p. 411.
ed Horse.
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